PRODUCT DESCRIPTION: FROG Leap ALL-OUT, when used with the complete FROG Leap Mineral System, protects a swimming pool against even the toughest algae. Just one initial dose will prevent algae for a full 90 days. It's one of a kind formula works so well, using once every 3 months ensures no messy algae clean-ups and no weekly additives. It's Easy, it's effective. It's powerful! FROG Leap ALL-OUT from the makers of FROG – the water treatment experts.

DIRECTIONS FOR USE: It is a violation of Federal Law to use this product in a manner inconsistent with its labeling.

PREVENTATIVE DOSAGE RATES: Use one FROG Leap ALL-OUT for pools up to 15,000 gallons of water every 3 months. Use two FROG Leap ALL-OUT for pools between 15,000 and 30,000 gallons of water every 3 months.

TREATMENT DOSAGE RATES: Use two FROG Leap ALL-OUT for pools up to 15,000 gallons of water. Use four FROG Leap ALL-OUT for pools between 15,000 and 30,000 gallons of water.

PLACEMENT: Turn circulation pump off, turn dial to Pac Removal, Setting 0 or OFF depending on the model, and remove cap from FROG Leap System. Remove cap from FROG Leap ALL-OUT without removing the seal and insert container inside down into the center of the FROG Leap Anti-Bac Mineral Pac pushing down firmly to rupture seal. Replace the cap on the FROG Leap System. Turn control dial on the FROG Leap System to Maximum. Setting 5 or ON depending on the model and turn pump on for 90 minutes allowing FROG Leap ALL-OUT to circulate through the pool.

REMOVAL: Turn pump off, turn dial to Pac Removal, Setting 0 or OFF and remove FROG Leap System cap. Lift the FROG Leap ALL-OUT container up and allow any water in the container to drain through the FROG Leap System before discarding. NOTE: After discarding FROG Leap ALL-OUT, if water shows more than a hint of blue inside FROG Leap System, replace the FROG Leap System cap, turn dial to Maximum, Setting 5 or ON and run the pump for one minute. Repeat Placement and Removal instructions if additional FROG Leap ALL-OUT is required. Then insert a FROG Leap Torpedo Pac following the directions on its label.

GENERAL DIRECTIONS: Do not use with any other copper based products. 1) Maintain pH of pool water between 7.2 to 7.8. Adjust the pH to 7.2 for severe algae. 2) Ensure the filtration system is working properly and the filtration cycle is adequate. 3) A regular brushing program will assist in the removal of stubborn algae. 4) While FROG Leap ALL-OUT controls algae, it is important that adequate levels of sanitizers (chlorine) be maintained to control bacterial growth. 5) Wait 24 hours after shocking before using FROG Leap ALL-OUT. 6) Avoid adding other chemicals until this product has been circulated (filtered) for at least 24 hours.

PRECAUTIONARY STATEMENTS: HAZARDS TO HUMANS AND DOMESTIC ANIMALS. CAUTION: FROG Leap ALL-OUT may cause eye irritation and skin damage. Do not get in eyes or on clothing. In case of contact, wash thoroughly. For eyes, flush with plenty of water and get medical attention immediately. Harmful if swallowed. Do not induce vomiting or give anything by mouth to an unconscious person. If swallowed call a doctor.

ENVIRONMENTAL HAZARDS: This product is toxic to fish. Treated effluent should not be discharged in lakes, ponds or public water. CONTAINER DISPOSAL: Non-refillable container. Do not reuse or refill this container. Offer for recycling if available. Rinse thoroughly before recycling or discarding in trash.

NOTICE: Neither King Technology, Inc nor the seller of this product can accept any responsibility where the product is not used according to directions and for the manner in which it was intended. FROG Leap ALL-OUT must be used in accordance with King Technology’s operating instructions. Failure to use FROG Leap ALL-OUT as instructed will void the warranty. U.S. Patent Nos.: 6,544,415, 6,814,095, 6,948,910 and other U.S. and foreign patents pending. Distributed by KING TECHNOLOGY, INC. 530 11th Ave., So. Hopkins, MN 55343 www.kingtechnology.com 20-43-1442 E06301155310142B
FROG Leap
ALL-OUT™

ALGAE PROTECTION GUARANTEE!

* THIS IS A LIMITED WARRANTY. DETAILS ON BACK.
ATTENTION: FROG LEAP™ MINERAL SANIZITIZING SYSTEM USERS!

King Technology Inc. warrants its FROG LEAP™ ALL-OUT™ product for a period of 90 days to eliminate algae from inground or above ground swimming pools when used properly with the FROG LEAP™ Mineral Sanitizing System and if (a) FROG LEAP ALL-OUT is added to the pool every 90 days (b) the FROG LEAP™ ANTI-BAC MINERAL PAC™ has been replaced within 6 months (c) the pool maintains a chlorine residual of at least 0.5 ppm at all times and (d) the pool is properly balanced.

Consumer Claims Terms and Conditions

If algae occurs during the 90 day warranty period for your FROG LEAP ALL-OUT notify your FROG® dealer and provide him with (a) sales receipt showing purchase of a FROG LEAP ANTI-BAC MINERAL PAC within 6 months of the date of claim, (b) sales receipt showing purchase of FROG LEAP ALL-OUT within 90 days of the date of claim and (c) a pool water sample showing proper chlorine levels, pH balancing and normal cyanuric acid levels. If dealer approves the claim, you will be provided with enough FROG LEAP ALL-OUT to take care of the algae problem. Follow label directions for treatment carefully.

This warranty is the exclusive warranty for FROG LEAP ALL-OUT. This warranty is not transferable. KING TECHNOLOGY, INC. MAKES NO REPRESENTATION OR WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, AS TO MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR ANY OTHER MATTER WITH RESPECT TO FROG LEAP ALL-OUT. All claims for FROG LEAP ALL-OUT, whether in contract, negligence, strict liability or any other tort or otherwise are deemed waived or released unless made within the 90 day warranty period for FROG LEAP ALL-OUT to your local FROG dealer with the proofs of claim required. YOUR EXCLUSIVE REMEDY SHALL IN NO EVENT EXCEED PROVIDING YOU WITH ADDITIONAL FROG LEAP ALL-OUT TO CURE THE ALGAE PROBLEM. IN NO EVENT WILL KING TECHNOLOGY, INC. BE LIABLE FOR INCIDENTAL, CONSEQUENTIAL, SPECIAL OR PUNITIVE DAMAGES RESULTING FROM ANY CAUSE. King Technology, Inc. will not be liable for any product misuse, incorrect water balancing, allowing the chlorine residual to drop below standards provided above, not cleaning the pool filter when needed or improper circulation time per day.

Dealer Instructions: To handle an algae claim, proceed as follows:

1. Collect all sales receipts requested above.
2. Test pool water for a chlorine residual of at least 0.5 ppm, proper pH levels of 7.2 to 7.8, proper alkalinity of 60-120 ppm and proper cyanuric acid levels of 20-80 ppm.
3. If pool test meets requirements and their circulation time was at least 6-8 hours per day, give the consumer enough FROG LEAP ALL-OUT to treat the algae at no charge (see label directions for algae treatment).
4. Send a no charge FROG LEAP ALL-OUT invoice stating consumer name, address, phone number and email address along with all consumer documentation, including the pool test readings, to ALL-OUT Guarantee, c/o King Technology, Inc., 530 11th Avenue So., Hopkins, MN 55343.
5. Reimbursement will be replacement FROG LEAP ALL-OUT ir the same quantity sent directly to your dealership.